
 

 

Pug Ears & Taping 

There are two different types of ears that pugs can have, the button ear, and the rose ear shown below. 

Both these types of ears sets are perfectly acceptable in the show ring; however preference is still often 

given to those with button ears. 

 

Ear Taping 

You may have heard about the practice of taping a Pug's ears, and maybe wonder why this is done, and 

whether or not it is necessary. Firstly, unless you wish to show your dog, there is absolutely no reason why 

you should need to tape your pug’s ears. How a pug’s ears sit has absolutely no bearing on their health. 

However, for those owners who may wish to show their pug, and would like to increase the chances that 

their pug’s ears will meet dog show standards. Taping is a non-intrusive way to gently urge the ears as they 

grow to sit forward into the correct position. It is quite common for some puppies who are teething (at 

around 3-5 months old) to have “flying ears” (ears that sit up and or out to the side). As the puppy grows 

and finishes teething quite often the ears will naturally go back down, however sometimes they do not. 

Taping your pug’s ears regularly at this young age, between the ages of 2 & 6 months old may help reduce 

the chances of flying ears becoming permanent. Taping after the age of six months old may work, but the 

effects are often only temporary. 

Micropore surgical adhesive tape, about half an inch thick is commonly used to tape a Pug dog's ears. It is 

hypoallergenic, is gentle to sensitive skin, porous and breathable.          

                                                                                                                     

The ear is folded over to the front and the tape is used to wrap around the ear as in the photo`s above. 

Looking at the Pug ear from the front draw an imaginary straight line from the tip of the ear up (Image 1) 

and fold the ear along this line, fur to fur. Attach one end of tape to the skin side of the ear and wrap around 

the folded ear several times. You may have to adjust it so that the end result looks similar to (Image 2) . The 

tape should not be left on for longer than 1 week at any one time, and you must leave the tape off the ear 

for several days before repeating the procedure. 


